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Abstract—In web-based scenarios, new users and new items
frequently join the recommendation system over time without
prior events. In addition, users always hold dynamic and di-
versified preferences. Therefore, cold-start and diversity are two
serious challenges of the recommendation system. Recent works
show that these problems can be effectively solved by contextual
multi-armed bandit (CMAB) algorithms which consider the cold-
start and diversified recommendation process as a bandit game.
But existing methods only treat either items or users as arms,
causing a lower accuracy on the other side. In this paper, we
propose a novel bandit algorithm called binary upper confidence
bound (BiUCB), which employs a binary UCB to consider both
users and items to be arms of each other. BiUCB can deal with
the item-user-cold-start problem where there is no information
about users and items. Furthermore, BiUCB and k-ε-greedy can
be combined as a switching algorithm which lead to significant
improvement of the temporal diversity of entire recommendation.
Extensive experiments on real world datasets demonstrate the
precision of BiUCB and the diversity of switching algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cold-start problem is pervasive in web-based scenarios,

where there is no preference information of users or the items

are new introduced [1]. Traditional recommendation systems

suggest items based on the similarity or intersection of the

history attributes. However, in real world, new users and new

items frequently join the system over time, and the profiles of

the pre-existing users update dynamically [2]. A content-based

algorithm [3] solved user-cold-start with demographic infor-
mation. Due to the difficulty of collecting these information,

[4] [5] [6] use the information of neighborhoods. Other hybrid

approaches as [7] can also solve cold start in a simply way.

Cold-start problem can also be naturally modeled as a

CMAB problem. Multi-armed bandit problem (MAB) which

derives from the gamble game is a simplified setting of

reinforcement learning [8]. In order to earn the maximal sum

of rewards, the gambler has two choices, one is trying to play

some new arms of the multi-armed bandit which may have

higher reward (exploration), while the other is sticking on

playing the arm (exploitation) given the high reward so far.

In particular, upper confidence bound (UCB) is an effective

method to solve CMAB, which suggests an arm with maximal

confidence upper bound. LinUCB [9] extends UCB by con-

sidering contextual information about the arm. To recommend
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diversified items, [10] suggests a batch of items (called super

arm) to each user with an entropy regularization.

Diversity is another important topic of recommendation, due

to the dynamic and diverse preferences of users. In addition,

recommending diversified items can help to catch the interests

of users in cold start environment. Traditional diversified rec-

ommendation algorithms consider the difference among items.

[11] [12] [13] deal with the top-k diversified recommendation

based on balancing the diversity and relevance among items.

[14] infers the users’ novel preferences by historical features

and demographic information. To prevent a redundancy and

over-specified recommendation, [10] C2UCB uses Entropy
Regularization [12] to improve the diversity of the super arm.

However, the standard CMAB algorithms overlook the

dynamic states of items. That is, they assume the feature of the

items invariant. But, when the number of interactions between

users and items increases, we get more evidence to learn the

feature vectors of users and items more precisely. In this paper,

we assume the feature vectors of the item are variant.

We propose a new CMAB algorithm BiUCB to track the

dynamic states of users and items, which assumes that both

users and items to be arms for each other. The idea is that

when the agent chooses an item for a user, it also means the

agent selects the user to that item. For example, while the

algorithm chooses the Waiting to Exhale for the user Mary, at

the same time, it suggests Mary for Waiting to Exhale .

The main contributions on this work can be summarized as

follows:

• We propose a new contextual multi-armed bandit algo-

rithm called BiUCB, which can solve the cold-start and

diversified problems in recommendation systems.

• BiUCB can effectively solve item-user-cold-start problem

of recommendation.

• A switch algorithm combing BiUCB and k-ε-greedy

enables to improve the temporal diversity of entire rec-

ommendation system.

In this paper, we briefly review related research in Section 2.

Section 3 presents a formulation problem definition of BiUCB.

We compare our approach with other methods in Section 4.

Finally, we make a conclusion in Section 5.
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II. RELATED WORK

Most traditional recommendation systems learn the prefer-

ences of user from the historical ratings [15] , profiles [16]

[17], overlaps between users and items [18]. However, new

users and new items frequently join the recommendation, we

need to catch the dynamic states of both items and users. These

cold-start problems can be naturally modeled as CMAB.

Take an example of using linear CMAB for cold start

movie recommendation [9]. As a new user zt come to the

recommendation system, the agent observes the contexts xt,n

of the arms (movies) St. The agent chooses an arm xt ∈ St
for the user based on a policy. We assume the true expectation

of rt,n is linearly proportional to its context xt,n with some

unknown parameters zt. After receiving the feedback of user,

the agent improves its policy.

Our goal is to learn a policy π to match decision between

users and items with the observation of context.

In this section, we focus the researches which is related to

our approach.

A. Contextual Multi-armed Bandit

In early researches, Lai and Robbins [19] first proposed the

standard stochastic multi-armed bandit problem. Some tradi-

tional MAB algorithms extent to CMAB. Because contextual

multi-armed bandit (CMAB) is more effective to model the

real world.

ε-greedy is the earliest MAB algorithm. At each trial, it ran-

domly selects an arm (exploration) to suggest with probability

ε , and select the highest rewards arm (exploitation) with 1−ε.

Auer [20] extends CMAB into linear stochastic bandit Lin-

REL, which assumes the reward and the context are linearly

related. Li [9] and Chu [21] models the personality recom-

mendation as a linear CMAB problem. Except for different

regularization techniques, LinUCB is similar to LinREL.

UCB is an effective linear stochastic bandit algorithm,

which is applied in personality recommendation extensively.

CoFineUCB [22], LogUCB [23], LinUCB [9] are all UCB-

style algorithms. LinUCB is used to solve personalized news

article recommendation. Instead of suggesting a single arm,

C2UCB[10] suggests a super arm each trial. This is a CMAB

approach, which works on the movie recommendation. By

adding an entropy regularization, it performs well on diver-

sified recommendation. [24] proposed an ensemble method to

aggregate diverse policies of bandit algorithms. [25] developed

a time-varying CMAB approach to dynamically change the

mapping between the reward and action.

To the best of our knowledge, none of the traditional bandits

algorithms consider tracking both dynamic states of users and

items. In fact, users continually interact with items, so that

we get more evidence to learn the states of items and users

more precisely. Consequently, we assume the states of users

and items are both varying. As a result, we consider both items

and users to be arms of each other.

B. Diversified Recommendation

Traditional diversified recommendation algorithms consider

the difference among items. [11] [12] [13] deal with the

top-k diversified recommendation. [12] proposed an entropy

regularization for the PMF. Except for the difference among

items, [13] also considers the coverage of user’s interest.

However, these work ignore the temporal diversity among the

recommendation, which causes the same items suggested to

users at multiple trials. To resolve this problem, we combine k-

ε-greedy and entropy-based BiUCB as a switching algorithm,

which significantly improve the diversity of recommendation

system.

III. ALGORITHM

In this section, we introduce the preliminary knowledge

of CMAB algorithm, and formulate BiUCB to solve cold-

start recommendation. We also extend BiUCB to deal with

diversified recommendation based on entropy regularization.

Furthermore, we simply combines k-ε-greedy and BiUCB as a

hybrid algorithm to effectively improve the temporal diversity.

A. Problem Formulation

In this section, we use an example to discuss the learning

process of CMAB.

This is an example of recommendation process of CMAB.

Suppose there are 5 movies Toy Story, Waiting to Exhale,

Grumpier Old Men, Sudden Death and Heat in our recommen-

dation system. At the t th trial, Each movie is represented as an

attribute vector xt,n (n = 0, ..., 4), and each user is represented

as a preference vector zt. We can create the following design

matrix Xt:

Xt =

(
0.3 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.1
0.7 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.8

)

each column denotes a movie. When a new user Mary
(zt = [0.7, 0.2]) comes to the system, the predicted reward

r̂ = xᵀ
t,nz

∗
t can be calculated as:

r̂ᵀ =
(
0.35 0.37 0.58 0.28 0.23

)
However, in oder to balance the exploration and the exploita-

tion, we suggest the film with highest upper confidence bound

which can be calculated by Eq. (2) instead of the one with

highest predicted reward for Mary. Suppose the UCB of all

movies equals pt:

pᵀ
t =

(
0.4 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.2

)
Hence, the movie Waiting to Exhale is suggested for Mary.

If Mary chooses it, we receive a positive reward. Otherwise,

we receive 0. At the same time, zt, the preference vector of

Mary, should be adjusted by the reward to track the dynamic

preference of Mary.

In fact, both users and items are affected by the reward,

because with the number of rewards arise, more evidence

generates, so that the movie’s feature can be learn more

precisely. Therefore, BiUCB adjusts zt and xt,1 by the reward

simultaneously.
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B. BiUCB with Linear Model

In this section, we solve the cold-start problem by BiUCB.

BiUCB contains two CMAB models: B1UCB and B2UCB.

We call them both BiUCB. We consider users and items are

both arms to each other. While the B1UCB chooses the items

for each user positively, the B2UCB chooses the user for each

item passively.

Formally, let T be the total number of trials and N be the

total number of items. Let St ⊆ 2[N ] be the candidate item

set. xt,1, ...,xt,n ⊆ R
d and zt ⊆ R

d corresponding to n items

and users at trial t separately. Following the previous work,

we call the set St ⊆ St super arm, which are suggested to the

user at trial t.

Using the notation in section 1, we assume that at each trial

t (t = 1, 2...T ), the task of BiUCB is to suggest a super arm

to each user based on the selection policy. Meanwhile BiUCB

suggests an arm (user) passively to each item. After choosing

the items for the user, BiUCB receives a reward rt,n of the

super arm. Formally, the reward can be described as:

E[rt,n | xt,n, zt] = x∗ᵀt,nz
∗
t + εt,n

where εt,n ∼ N (0, σ2) and the x∗t,n denotes the unknown item

features, and z∗t is the unknown preference of user . The prior

distribution of rt,n, zt,xt,n defined as:

P (rt,n | zt,xn, σ
2) ∼ N (xᵀ

t,nzt, σ
2)

P (zt | σz) ∼ N (0, σ2
z), P (xn | σx) ∼ N (0, σ2

x)

Let Xt,n ∼ R
n×d and Zt ∼ R

m×d be a design matrix, whose

row denotes m training records. rt ∼ R
n corresponds to the

rewards of the user. Therefore the regret (object function) of

the algorithm can drive from the log of posterior distribution,

which is described as:

J(Z,X,R) =
1

2
‖R− ZXᵀ‖2F +

λZ

2
‖Z‖2F +

λX

2
‖X‖2F

As for user zt:

J(zt,X,R) =
1

2
‖rt −Xzt‖2 + λz

2
‖zt‖2

As for each item xn :

J(Z,xn,R) =
1

2
‖rt,n − Zxn‖2 + λx

2
‖xn‖2

While suggesting items to the user, we consider the items as

arms, and choose an arm with maximized upper confidence

bound. We can naturally get the closed form of the estimate

of ẑt :

ẑt = (Xᵀ
tXt + λZId)

−1Xᵀrt

Based on the UCB-style strategy, BiUCB suggests the maxi-

mal upper confidence bound among these arms (Line 6), and

there is a high probability bound (Eq.1) on the selected items,

which is described as:

xt
def
= argmax

x∈St

(xᵀ
t,nẑt + α

√
xᵀ
t,nV

−1
t xt,n)

where Vt
def
= Xᵀ

tXt + Id. The agent adjust its policy by

optimizing the preference of the user zt (Line 4) . As we

mentioned before, each arm passively chooses the user. In

this way, the reward can be shared among items and users.

Consequently, we track both the dynamic states of users and

items at same time. Note that we assume the profile of items

are invariant, but their feature vectors keep varying.

While suggesting the user for items, the use is regard as

the arm, and we need not choose an arm, for there is a single

user for a specific item each trial. Let Zt ∼ R
m×d be a design

matrix. rt,n ∼ R
m corresponding to the feedback of the user.

We can also naturally get the closed form of the estimate of

x̂n:

x̂t,n = (Zᵀ
tZt + λXId)

−1Zᵀrt

Algorithm 1 describes the details of entire BiUCB algo-

rithm, where bx
t,n = Zᵀ

t rt,n, bz
t = Xᵀ

t rt, and Vt
def
=

Xᵀ
tXt + Id, Ut,n

def
= Zᵀ

tZt + Id.

Algorithm 1 BiUCB

Input: λX , λZ , α1, . . . , αn

1: Initialize V0 ← λId×d, b
(z)
0 ← 0d,U0,0 ←

λId×d, b
(x)
0,0 ← 0d

2: for t = 1, 2, 3 . . .,T do
3: ẑt,m ← V−1

t−1b
z
t−1

4: for n = 1, 2, 3 . . .,N do
5: x̂t,n ← U−1

t−1,nb
x
t−1,n

6: pt,n ← ẑᵀt x̂t,n + α
√

x̂ᵀ
t,nV

−1
t x̂t,n

7: end for
8: Choose item xt = argmaxi∈St

pt,n for user zt
9: Choose user zt for item xt

10: Vt ← Vt−1 + xtx
ᵀ
t

11: bz
t ← bz

t−1 + rtxt

12: Ut,n ← Ut−1,n + ẑtẑ
ᵀ
t

13: bx
t,n ← bx

t−1,n + rtẑt
14: end for

C. Diversified Contextual Multi-Armed Bandits

In this section, we apply BiUCB to recommend diverse

items. Following the previous work, we add an oracle function

OSt(r̂,X) into the reward function to measure both diversity

and relevance. The output of oracle is a super arm achieves

the maximum of ft(S). In particular, the oracle can solve the

combination optimization problem with 1−1/e approximation.

We introduce three oracle approaches in this section.

1) UCB with Maximum Margin Relevance: Specifically, the

reward function with MMR can be described as:

ft(S) =
∑
in⊆S

xᵀ
t,in

zt + λm

∑
in,jn⊆S

‖xt,in − xt,jn‖

And the expected reward function can be defined as E[R(t)] =
frSt

∗.
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2) BiUCB with Entropy Regularization: Formally, we ex-

tend the reward function of BiUCB with an entropy regulariza-

tion as [12], which is described as h(S,X) = 1
2 |S| log(2πe)+

1
2 log det(X(S)ᵀX(S) + σ2Id). Entropy Regularization sig-

nificantly improves the diversity of entire recommendation

systems. However, it overlooks the temporal diversity. In the

experiment section, it always suggests the same items to the

user over and over again.
3) Temporal User-based Switching : Temporal user-based

switching algorithm was proposed in [2]. Learning from the

idea of hybrid CF, we construct a new switching algorithm

which is straightforward to switch the k-ε-greedy and BiUCB

at each trial. The principle of this method is that the different

algorithm always suggest different items. Furthermore, at each

trial, k ε-greedy randomly selects arms with a probability ε,
which implicitly reranks [2] the top-k list.

IV. PERFORMANCE STUDIES

In this section, we describe the experiment settings about

evaluation metrics, feature construction, baseline algorithms,

and comparison results. In particular, the experiments can be

partitioned into two parts. One applies BiUCB into solve user-

cold-start and diversified recommendation problems. The other

conducts BiUCB to solve user-item-cold-start problem.

A. Evaluation Metrics
In this paper, we consider 3 main evaluation metrics:

precision, temporal-diversity and novelty [2]. Formally, let St

be the super arm, Iu be the item set the user rated and pt be

the precision of user zt. At the trial t, prt can be defined as:

prt =
|St ∩ Iu|

St

while the average of precision of all users in T trials can be

described as:

Prt =
1

T |Z|
∑
z∈Z

T∑
t=1

prt

Temporal-diversity measures the difference between two

ranked lists recommended to user i at trial t and t+1 [2].

Formally, the diversity between two recommendation lists can

be described as:

dt(St+1,St,K) =
|St+1\St|

K

where St+1\St = Ŝ ∈ St+1 | Ŝ /∈ St. The average temporal

diversity of all users in T trials can be described as:

Dt =
1

T |Z|
∑
z∈Z

T∑
t=1

(St+1,St,K) =
|St+1\St|

K

However, temporal diversity only concerns on the local diver-

sity. To observe the entire recommendation diversity, we use

novelty [2] to be the metric. Formally, at trial t, the novelty

of the user zt can be described as :

novelty(St,K) =
|St\St|

K
while the average novelty of all users among T trials can be

handled analogously.

B. Data Collection

We experimented on real world dataset from MovieLens

[26], which consists 1,000,209 ratings for 3952 movies

by 6040 users of online movie recommendation service.

The dataset is represented by a range of tuples: tm,n =
(zm, xn, rm,n), where zm is the userID, xn is the movieID,

and rm,n is the rating user zm gives for xn. In addition, the

rating is made a 5-star scale.

C. Feature Generation

We divided the dataset into three parts, first is used to

generate initial item features, second is used to learning to

tract the preference of user, third is testing set. We randomly

select 300 users who have at least 100 ratings, and divide it

roughly half to be the second dataset and the other to be the

testing set. The remaining 5740 users and their rating records

consist the first dataset. The initial item features are learned

by probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF) with k-ranked on

the first dataset. When dealing with the item-user-cold-start

problem, we don’t use the first dataset, because we assume

both of users and items are unknown.

D. Baselines

We conduct BiUCB to solve diversified and cold-start prob-

lems in recommendation, and compare with five baselines. The

experiments design focus on training precision (NS-precision),

testing precision (S-precision), diversity and the novelty.

C2UCB algorithm. C2UCB [10] applies the Entropy Regu-

larization into contextual bandit algorithm which recommends

a diversified super arm at each trial. The major difference

between C2UCB and BiUCB is that BiUCB considers both

of the user and the item as arms, and can solve the item-user

cold start problem.

k-LinUCB algorithm. LinUCB [9] recommends one arm

for a specific user at each trial. To compare with other ap-

proaches, we execute LinUCB k times to guarantee suggesting

a super arm with k arms each trial.

MMR-UCB algorithm. As we mentioned in section 3,

MMR-UCB applies the MMR approach into the UCB-style

algorithm.

k-ε-greedy algorithm. At each trial, the best item is sug-

gested with a probability 1−ε, and a random item is suggested

with probability ε. As LinUCB, we execute this algorithm k

times to achieve a super arm.

Warm Start. Warm-start acts as an initialization on offline

estimate for users’ preferences. Formally, w = 2×k indicates

we randomly select w ratings from dataset 2 to lean the

preferences of users by PMF offline. In addition, w = all
means using all ratings to learn the user preference, which

can be treated as the best solution.

E. Quality of the Recommendation

Fig.1 compares the ns-precision, s-precision, diversity and

novelty among the algorithms, where ns-precision measures

the precision of training set, and s-precision evaluates the

testing set.
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TABLE I
RELATIVE PRECISION, DIVERSITY AND NOVELTY ON MOVIELENS DATA

Algorithm ns-precision s-precision diversity novelty
ε-greedy(0.1) 0.435 0.724 0.266 0.218
ε-greedy(0.3) 0.396 0.633 0.457 0.400
ε-greedy(0.5) 0.303 0.440 0.520 0.533
k-LinUCB(0.5) 0.515 0.776 0.345 0.246
k-LinUCB(0.25) 0.481 0.883 0.118 0.153
k-LinUCB(0.1) 0.514 0.778 0.332 0.261
C2UCB(0.5) 0.490 0.904 0.153 0.150
C2UCB(0.3) 0.508 0.786 0.327 0.264
C2UCB(0.1) 0.516 0.784 0.330 0.266
MMR-UCB(0.6) 0.350 0.429 0.537 0.425
MMR-UCB(0.4) 0.352 0.443 0.536 0.421
MMR-UCB(0.2) 0.371 0.587 0.183 0.144
BiUCB(0.5) 0.542 0.966 0.148 0.154
BiUCB(0.3) 0.580 0.827 0.377 0.360
BiUCB(0.1) 0.579 0.828 0.375 0.360
TS(0.5) 0.535 0.713 0.396 0.301
TS(0.33) 0.539 0.612 0.650 0.540
TS(0.2) 0.543 0.653 0.639 0.504

As the trial number increase, the precision gradually raises,

but the diversity and novelty show a negative trend. From our

experimental results, we establish that:

• C2UCB and k-LinUCB learn the preference of users

effectively.

• But results from C2UCB and k-LinUCB are not compar-

ative with BiUCB in testing dataset.

• The hybrid algorithm significantly improves the novelty

and temporal diversity.

1) Performance Comparison for Precision: As shown in

Fig. 1, BiUCB achieves the highest precision among the

baselines. Tracking both the dynamics preferences of users

and item features enables BiUCB show a good performance.

Simply considering the Euclidean distance between items

to make diversified recommendation, causes MMR-UCB to

achieve lower precision. k-ε-greedy randomly selects arms to

obtain users’ preference and causes an undesirable precision at

the first 3 trials. While obtaining more information, k-ε-greedy

gets better.

C2UCB and BiUCB both outperform k-LinUCB by con-

sidering the diversity items in the recommendation lists. By

tracking both dynamic states of users and items, BiUCB

describes the users and items more precisely. This enables

BiUCB to achieve higher performance than C2UCB.

Temporal Switch (TS) proves higher NS-precision than S-

precision, since it always try to suggest fresh items to the

user, which decreases the reward of TS in the training process.

While in testing process, the agent tries some new items for

the user. This enables TS performs better.

2) Performance Comparison for Diversity and Novelty:
As shown in Table 1, algorithms with high precision achieves

low diversity and novelty. Because, it is risky to explore the

diversified and fresh items for users, but much exploiting

will limit the diversity of items. The switching algorithm

well balances the exploration-exploitation dilemma. Because

randomly suggesting items for users with ε probability enables

to rerank the recommendation lists. As shown in Fig. 1, both

Fig. 1. Baselines Comparison on Different Metrics

of diversity and novelty show a negative trend. That is, the

more items user select, the less diversity will the algorithm

suggests.
TS greatly increases the diversity and novelty of the recom-

mendation and it is better than any of the two single algorithm.

Because different algorithms may suggest variant items, and

TS can rerank the top-k items. This enables to improve the

diversity and novelty of the recommendation.
3) Sensitivity to Parameters: We conduct each algorithm

with different parameter setting. Finally, all baseline algo-

rithms are configured with their best parameters (s-precision)

provided by Table 1. After 10 trials of each user, the algorithm

BiUCB (0.5) outperforms the other algorithms on precision.

and TS (0.33) achieves the most diversity and novelty.

Fig. 2. Relative Precision on different Size of Super Arm

4) Impact of the Super Arm Size: An important parameter

of the baselines is the number of super arms K, (K ∈ [1, 13]).
Fig. 2 reports the precision performance in variant K. Intu-

itively, with K increasing, BiUCB achieves higher precision

over C2UCB and k-LinUCB, because BiUCB can help track

the diversified preferences of users, which makes it always

recommends true arms even in large candidates.
5) Performance on item-user-cold start: Another important

difference between BiUCB and the other algorithms is that it
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Fig. 3. Precision of the BiUCB on Item-User-cold-start

can deal with the item-user-cold problem, while the others

can only deal with single-cold-start problem. We experiment

BiUCB on the second dataset to discover the performance of

precision. As the result shown in Fig.3, it learns the user’s

preference with a fast rate, and the precision exceeds the warm

start with 2k ratings of each user.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper investigates the cold-start and diversified prob-

lems in recommendation. We propose a novel contextual multi-

armed bandit model BiUCB for these issues. In particular,

we assume the states of both users and items are dynamic.

To handle these dynamics, BiUCB employs a binary UCB to

respectively adjust the item-selection policy. Furthermore, Bi-

UCB can also deal with item-user-cold-start problem. Combin-

ing BiUCB with k-ε-greedy as a switching algorithm enables

significant improvement of the temporal diversity of entire

recommendation. Extensive experiments demonstrate that the

precision of BiUCB and the diversity of switching algorithm

combined BiUCB is much better than the existing bandits

algorithms.
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